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ABSTRACT

Candida glabrata is a cause of life-threatening in-
vasive infections especially in elderly and immuno-
compromised patients. Part of human digestive and
urogenital microbiota, C. glabrata faces varying iron
availability, low during infection or high in digestive
and urogenital tracts. To maintain its homeostasis,
C. glabrata must get enough iron for essential cel-
lular processes and resist toxic iron excess. The re-
sponse of this pathogen to both depletion and lethal
excess of iron at 30◦C have been described in the lit-
erature using different strains and iron sources. How-
ever, adaptation to iron variations at 37◦C, the human
body temperature and to gentle overload, is poorly
known. In this study, we performed transcriptomic
experiments at 30◦C and 37◦C with low and high but
sub-lethal ferrous concentrations. We identified iron
responsive genes and clarified the potential effect
of temperature on iron homeostasis. Our exploration
of the datasets was facilitated by the inference of
functional networks of co-expressed genes, which
can be accessed through a web interface. Relying
on stringent selection and independently of existing
knowledge, we characterized a list of 214 genes as
key elements of C. glabrata iron homeostasis and
interesting candidates for medical applications.

INTRODUCTION

Infections due to Candida yeast species cause serious prob-
lems in aging populations and patients with compromised

immunity, e.g. as a result of cancer treatment, organ trans-
plantation or HIV infection (1, 2). A major cause of mor-
bidity and mortality in healthcare structures (3), the fre-
quency of candidemia and invasive candidiasis is increas-
ing worldwide. While Candida albicans is known as the most
common cause, the epidemiology varies according to geo-
graphical region, the populations involved and the survey
period (1,2). In the United States and Northern Europe,
Candida glabrata has been reported as the second cause
of candidiasis (1). Candida glabrata is a pathogenic yeast
species whose haploid genome was described in 2004 (4).
It is composed of 13 chromosomes with ∼5200 genes. De-
spite its name, C. glabrata is phylogenetically more closely
related to the model yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae than to
the pathogenic yeast C. albicans (4). Notably, C. glabrata
infections remain challenging to treat owing to delayed di-
agnosis, natural low susceptibility to azole antifungals and
acquired resistance to echinocandins (5–7).

During host infection, pathogens face abrupt physiolog-
ical changes in their immediate environment (8). In this
context, promising therapies are expected to emerge from
a better understanding of the homeostatic processes used
by pathogens to protect (or restore) an internal stability in
their cellular functions. A major player is iron homeostasis,
as iron bioavailability is a key factor involved in the ‘nutri-
tional immunity’ host-defense mechanism (9). Remarkably,
iron is a two-faced oligo-element for living organisms. On
the one hand, iron is essential, as part of heme- and iron-
sulfur cluster (ISC)-containing proteins involved in a va-
riety of vital functions including oxygen transport, DNA
synthesis, metabolic energy or cellular respiration (see (10)
for review). On the other hand, iron is toxic. Its excess trig-
gers oxidative stress, lipid peroxidation and DNA damage
that ultimately compromise cell viability and can promote
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programmed cell death (11). Iron homeostasis is therefore
essential to allow pathogens to maintain a balance between
iron utilization, storage, transport and uptake in the host
environment.

Molecular mechanisms of iron acquisition and consump-
tion in fungi are well described in the literature (see (12) or
(13) for reviews). The yeast species S. cerevisiae and C. al-
bicans were long considered paradigms for non-pathogenic
and pathogenic species, respectively, but the situation is
changing. Several articles describe the regulatory mecha-
nisms involved in C. glabrata iron homeostasis ((14–21) and
see (22) for a comprehensive review). Although C. glabrata
has conserved the classical fungal iron regulon, it has also
remodeled its own functional networks to maintain iron
homeostasis. So far, experimental studies have essentially
described the impact of iron deficiency on gene expression
in C. glabrata. Iron deficiency is indeed a relevant system for
mimicking infections of the human host, during which ac-
cess to iron for the pathogen is severely limited by the host
defense mechanisms (23,24). Nonetheless, iron deficiency is
not representative of all situations to which C. glabrata is
exposed during its life cycle in the human body. Candida
glabrata is either a commensal or a colonizer, at least tran-
siently, of the digestive and urogenital tracts. When digestive
or urinary epithelium are damaged due to hypoperfusion,
medications or invasive procedures, C. glabrata can translo-
cate to blood and then disseminate. Candida glabrata in the
digestive tract faces either high or low iron concentrations
depending on dietary sources, gut motility and even micro-
biota (25). In the urinary tract, C. glabrata faces iron con-
centrations which can be high and increase with the host’s
age (26,27). In the blood phagocytes, iron concentrations
are low (28). The notion of ‘homeostasis’ is thus particularly
important for C. glabrata as colonizer since the pathogen
must maintain an internal iron balance despite external fluc-
tuations in iron bioavailability in the immediate environ-
ment.

The aim of the present work is to specifically study iron
homeostasis. In particular, we want to highlight key genes,
which are systematically deregulated when C. glabrata faces
decreased or increased bioavailability of iron. We per-
formed transcriptomic experiments (microarray technol-
ogy) to monitor gene expression changes of C. glabrata
to ferrous iron (Fe2+) deficient and overload conditions at
30◦C and 37◦C. These temperatures are respectively the
usual temperature at which C. glabrata is cultivated in labo-
ratories and the temperature at which C. glabrata develops
in the human body. The resulting dataset was analyzed to (i)
clarify the potential effect of temperature on iron homeosta-
sis, (ii) identify iron responsive genes, i.e. genes significantly
up- or downregulated in at least one iron imbalanced situa-
tion and (iii) define a new set of genes, referred to hereafter
as ‘iron homeostasis key genes’ (iHKG, Figure 1). These
genes are good candidates to be chief components of iron
homeostasis. Our exploration of the datasets was facilitated
by the inference of functional networks of co-expressed
genes, which can be accessed through a web interface (https:
//thomasdenecker.github.io/iHKG/). The philosophy of this
work is to empower experimental researchers by provid-
ing access to all transcriptomics data and by generating
easily interpretable graphical outputs. This should facili-

tate deep exploration of genome-wide functional data in the
pathogenic yeast C. glabrata to advance our global under-
standing of iron homeostasis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Transcriptome analyses

Yeast strains and growth conditions. The wild-type C.
glabrata strain used for gene expression analysis under iron
deficiency and overload conditions (see below) is ATCC
2001 (CBS 138), as described in (29). Cells were frozen
in 40% glycerol at −80◦C and used thereafter. They were
first cultured on yeast extract-peptone-glucose (YPD) agar
plates and then sub-cultured in YPD liquid medium at
30◦C, on a rotating shaker (150 rpm) for 24 h, by inocu-
lating 107 yeast cells in 10 ml of medium.

Conditions of cell culture for RNA isolation. All culture
conditions were performed in YPD, starting from a sample
of 2 × 106 cells, inoculated in 10 ml of YPD medium, then
cultured under gentle shaking (150 rpm) at 30◦C or 37◦C
for 4 h (log phase, determined from growth curves). Initial
cultures were performed in standard conditions (referred to
as ‘Control’, Figure 2 and Supplementary Data S1). Ad-
dition of 100 �M bathophenanthrolinedisulfonic acid (4,7-
diphenyl-1,10-phenanthrolinedisulfonic acid disodium salt
hydrate or BPS, SIGMA-ALDRICH® France) was used as
iron deficiency condition (referred to as ‘BPS’, Figure 2 and
Supplementary Data S1). The dose was chosen based on
preliminary experiments showing that it affects but does not
stop growth of yeasts. Addition of 500 �M of FeSO4 hep-
tahydrate (SIGMA-ALDRICH®, France) was used as iron
excess condition (referred to as ‘FeSO4’, Figure 2 and Sup-
plementary Data S1). Again, this was determined in prelim-
inary experiments as the highest concentration that affects
but does not stop yeast growth. Note that the concentra-
tion of 500 �M of FeSO4 heptahydrate is a modest excess,
close to iron concentrations in the human gut and urine.
All conditions of cell culture (iron deficiency or excess, at
30◦C or 37◦C) were performed three times, starting from in-
dependent pre-cultures, to cover biological variations. After
cell cultures in standard, iron deficiency or excess conditions
(each at 30◦C or 37◦C), an aliquot of 1 ml with 2 × 107 cells
was frozen at −80◦C for RNA purification.

RNA preparation, labeling and microarray hybridization.
RNAs were isolated using RNeasy Mini Kit for purification
of total RNA (QUIAGEN, GmbH, Germany) according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. Concentration was de-
termined using a Nanodrop 2000 instrument. RNA quality
was checked using the Agilent 2 bioanalyzer Nanochip sys-
tem according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Microar-
rays were manufactured with eArray (https://earray.chem.
agilent.com/earray/) from Agilent Technologies. There are
described in the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database
(30) under ‘Platform GPL27653’. Technical information is
provided in Supplementary Note S8. Probe preparation, la-
beling and hybridization were performed with Agilent Tech-
nologies according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The
reference sample is a mixture of RNA extracted from all
different growth conditions.
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Figure 1. Definitions and working hypothesis. (A) Schematic representation of extracellular changes in iron availability, faced by the pathogenic yeast C.
glabrata. ‘Low’ means that the iron availability is low, the cell must adapt to iron deficiency. ‘High’ means that the iron availability is high, the cell must
adapt to iron overload. Iron homeostasis is represented here as the central physiological process to maintain an internal cellular environment in a constant
state balance, despite the external changes. (B) Three classes of genes studied in this article. The first class ‘All genes’ refers to all the genes for which
transcriptomics data is obtained, the second class ‘Iron responsive genes’ refers to the genes for which expression changes are observed in at least one
transcriptomic experiment. At last, the third class ‘iHKG’ refers to a new set of genes with particular functions important for the cell to counterbalance
external fluctuations in iron availability, in any direction (low or high). (C) Schematic representation of the two types of iHKG based on the de-regulations
observed in our dataset, respectively in ‘low’ (−) and ‘high’ (+) iron conditions. ‘Type I’ are iHKG with opposite deregulations in low and high iron
conditions, whereas ‘Type II’ are iHKG with constant (or parallel) deregulation in low and high iron conditions.

Microarray data acquisition, inter-channel normalization
and public access. Microarrays were scanned using the Ag-
ilent Array Scanner according to manufacturer’s instruc-
tions. Pre-processing and inter-channel (Cy5 and Cy3) flu-
orochrome normalization were performed with MAnGO
software (31). Artefactual spots were eliminated from the
analysis, duplicated spots were averaged. The data discussed
in this publication have been deposited in NCBI’s Gene Ex-
pression Omnibus (30) and are accessible through GEO Se-
ries accession number GSE139363 (https://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/geo/).

Bioinformatics analyses

Source code availability, access to intermediate result files
and reproduction of all analyses. All the source code writ-
ten for this project is available in the Github reposi-
tory https://github.com/thomasdenecker/iHKG/. The anal-
ysis starts with reading the MAnGO data file deposited
in GEO (see previous section). This ensures continuity be-
tween the work on raw data (standard results of microar-
rays processed by a technical platform) and the work of data
mining and analyses performed for this article (our contri-
bution). To reproduce our data output tables, our selections
of genes and our output graphs, a docker image is provided,
with RStudio software (https://rstudio.com/) and all the
necessary R packages installed: https://cloud.docker.com/
repository/docker/tdenecker/ihkg/general. The website to

explore the functional networks of co-expressed genes is
available at https://thomasdenecker.github.io/iHKG/.

Statistics for differential expression. Our transcriptomic
results are from two-color microarray experiments with
a common reference, i.e. a mixture of RNA extracted
from all the other growth conditions (see previous sec-
tion). To compare gene expression levels between ‘BPS’
and ‘Control’ on the one hand, and between ‘FeSO4’
and ‘Control’ on the other hand, a design matrix was
defined as explained in the LIMMA user guide avail-
able online https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/
vignettes/limma/inst/doc/usersguide.pdf. This matrix al-
lows identification in the entire dataset of the different
conditions to be compared and the associated biological
replicates. Statistics for differential expression can thus be
calculated, applying the LIMMA linear model (32). Re-
sults include log2 fold changes (logFC), t-statistics and
adjusted P-values (Benjamini–Hochberg correction). Note
that statistics for differential expression were calculated in-
dependently using results of microarrays obtained either at
30◦C or 37◦C. This allowed us to obtain statistics for all the
genes in four different conditions referred to as C1 (low Fe–
30◦C), C2 (low Fe–37◦C), C3 (high Fe–30◦C) and C4 (high
Fe–37◦C). Gene expression levels were also compared be-
tween 30◦C and 37◦C using ‘Control’ samples obtained at
each temperature (referred to as C30–37, Figure 2). Vari-
ability observed in logFC values for C1, C2, C3, C4 and
C30–37 conditions was standardized, calculating Z-Score
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Figure 2. Global analysis of transcriptome changes in iron deficiency or iron overload conditions at 30◦C and 37◦C. (A) Schematic representation of the
experimental design used for comparing mRNA abundance with microarray technology. Five conditions named C1, C2, C3, C4 and C30–37 were defined.
Z-Score values were derived for each condition, comparing samples written in red (respectively, ‘BPS’, ‘FeSO4’ and ‘37◦C’) to samples written in green
(respectively, ‘Control’ and ‘30◦C’). (B) Spherical representation of the correlation matrix between Z-Score values for the five conditions shown in (A).
The smaller the distance between the points, the greater the correlation values. (C) Biplot representing the five conditions using the coordinate system
defined by principal components 1 and 2 (left), and a histogram showing the percentage of variance represented by each principal component. Together,
the principal components 1 and 2 account for more than 66%.

values, i.e. Z − Score = logFC − mean
stand. dev.

where ‘mean’ is the av-
erage value for logFC of all genes in a particular condition
(this value is around 0 due to microarray raw data normal-
ization and hence no significant difference is observed be-
tween conditions) and ‘stand. dev.’ is the standard devia-
tion of logFC of all genes. This is the parameter that must
be normalized (standard deviation equal 1 in Z-Score dis-
tribution) to ensure a constant stringency of gene selection
in all conditions (see below).

Principal component analysis (PCA). Values of Z-Scores
for all genes in all conditions were analyzed by principal
component analysis (PCA) using the librairies FactoMineR
(https://cran.r-project.org/package=FactoMineR) and psy
(https://cran.r-project.org/package=psy) with default pa-
rameters. Detailed interpretations of the 3D sphere and the
biplots can be found in (33,34).

Selection of iron responsive genes and iron homeostasis key
genes (iHKG). Selection of iron responsive genes, as de-
fined in Figure 1, was based on statistics for differential ex-
pression, i.e. Z-Score values and adjusted P-values. Upreg-
ulated (or induced) genes are those with a Z-Score value
greater than two and an adjusted P-value lower than 5%,

whereas downregulated (or repressed) genes are those with
a Z-Score value lower than −2 and an adjusted P-value
lower than 5%. Each gene that was observed as up- or down-
regulated in at least one of the conditions C1, C2, C3 or
C4 was included in the final list of ‘iron responsive genes’.
From all the iron responsive genes, iHKG genes, as defined
in Figure 1, were selected by applying the following succes-
sive rules: (i) adjusted P-value < 0.01, (ii) Z-Score value
higher than 1.5 or lower than −1.5, (iii) validation of cri-
teria (i) and (ii) in conditions ‘low Fe’ (C1 or C2) and in
conditions ‘high Fe’ (C3 or C4). In iHKG, Type I genes are
those which were found upregulated (respectively, downreg-
ulated) in ‘low Fe’ conditions (C1 or C2) and downregu-
lated (respectively, upregulated) in ‘high Fe’ conditions (C3
or C4). Type II genes are those which were found upreg-
ulated (respectively, downregulated) in ‘low Fe’ conditions
(C1 or C2) and also upregulated (respectively, downregu-
lated) in ‘high Fe’ conditions (C3 or C4).

Data mining of GO terms, definition of Meta-GO and allo-
cation of iron responsive genes to general functions. Gene
Ontology (GO) terms were used to define the Meta-
GO (Figure 3). They were extracted from the ‘Biolog-
ical Process’ section of the GO database (35). The li-
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Figure 3. Data mining of GO terms to define a limited number of general functions to which all iron responsive genes can be assigned. (A) Schematic
representation of the process applied to manage GO terms in this study. Starting from a list of GO terms (all terms in ‘Biological Process’ here), they
are located in the DAG provided by the GO database. Levels are associated to each GO term according to their position in the DAG (see ‘Materials
and Methods’ section and Supplementary Figures S10). This is illustrated here with colored boxes. GO terms are next clustered according to a specific
level (Level 3 in this example) in the GO hierarchy. This produces ‘Meta-GO’, i.e. groups of GO terms which share a common ancestor in the DAG.
Note that in the analysis of iron responsive genes presented in this article, Level 4 was used to create Meta-GO (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section and
Supplementary Data S3). (B) General functions defined in this study to highlight physiological roles of iron responsive genes. They are named ‘Metabolism’
(F1), ‘Regulation’ (F2), ‘Redox signaling’ (F3), ‘Transport/trafficking’ (F4), ‘Iron sulfur cluster synthesis and assembly’ (F5) and ‘Others’.

brary OntologyIndex (https://cran.r-project.org/package=
ontologyIndex) was used to associate each term with a
‘Level’. By definition, a level is the length of the longest
path, which exist between a GO term (e.g. ‘iron ion trans-
membrane transport’––GO:0034755) and the term ‘biolog-
ical process’ (GO:0008150) that is located at the root of the
GO hierarchy (see Supplementary Figures S10 for an illus-
tration). Once the levels were assigned, only the terms re-
lated to at least one of the iron responsive genes (see pre-
vious section) were retained and used for Meta-GO assign-
ments. Because we observed that GO terms in C. glabrata
were not accurate enough, the GO terms associated with or-
thologous genes in S. cerevisiae were preferred at this step.
Meta-GO assignment consisted to group the GO terms at
a specific level in the GO hierarchy and assign all of them
to the associated common ancestor in the DAG (see Figure
3A for an illustration). The Meta-GO defined in this study
were obtained at Level 4. They were allocated (manually)
to general functions named ‘Metabolism’ (F1), ‘Regulation’

(F2), ‘Redox signaling’ (F3), ‘Transport/trafficking’ (F4),
‘Iron-sulfur cluster synthesis and assembly’ (F5) and ‘Oth-
ers’ (Figure 3B). This procedure allowed to further classify
(through the Meta-GO) the iron responsive genes into the
general functions. Note that in case of multiple functions
for a gene (a gene can be associated with several GO terms,
in several Meta-GO, in different general functions) the gen-
eral function in which the gene had the highest number of
associated GO terms was chosen.

Networks of co-expressed genes. Gene networks were in-
ferred using a simple approach, which is based on distance
calculations between gene expression measurements in con-
ditions C1, C2, C3, C4. A schematic representation of the
method can be found in Figure 4. In this work, Euclidean
distances were calculated between all pairwise gene expres-
sion profiles (R function ‘dist’) and the threshold to con-
nect nodes on the network was fixed such that only the
5% of pairs of genes with the smallest distances between
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Figure 4. Schematic representation of a network of co-expressed genes. In such a network, genes are represented by nodes and similarities between gene
expression profiles of two genes are represented by edges. To infer a network it is necessary to (i) calculate a measure of distance between gene expression
profiles (Euclidean distance for instance), (ii) define a threshold value such that if the distance between two gene expression profiles is below the threshold,
the corresponding nodes on the network are connected with an edge and (iii) apply dedicated algorithms to calculate node positions in a two dimensional
space, such that co-expressed genes are represented by nodes positioned side by side as illustrated here with genes A and B (on the right) and genes C, D
and E (on the left).

expression profiles would be connected. The network of
co-expressed genes were represented using a combination
of the library igraph (https://cran.r-project.org/package=
igraph) for the calculation of the positions of nodes (R func-
tion ‘layout nicely’) and the software Cytoscape (36) for
dynamic network exploration in https://thomasdenecker.
github.io/iHKG/.

Source of gene descriptions and annotations, sequence data
and orthologous relationships between genes. Gene de-
scription and annotations were retrieved from the Candida
Genome Database (CGD) (37) and the GRYC database
(http://gryc.inra.fr/). Functional enrichment of GO terms
was performed with the version of GOterm Finder (38)
available in CGD (http://www.candidagenome.org/cgi-
bin/GO/goTermFinder) and GO SLIM Mapper (http:
//www.candidagenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTermMapper).
Orthologous relationships between C. glabrata and
S. cerevisiae genes were downloaded from CGD
(http://www.candidagenome.org/download/homology/
orthologs/C glabrata CBS138 S cerevisiae by CGOB/),
as well as orthologous relationships between
C. glabrata and C. albicans (http://www.
candidagenome.org/download/homology/orthologs/
C glabrata CBS138 C albicans SC5314 by CGOB/).

RESULTS

Transcriptomic experiments in two unbalanced iron condi-
tions (low and high) to reveal the ‘key genes’ involved in iron
homeostasis

Definitions, working hypothesis and experimental design.
In this study, our aim was to identify the ‘key genes’ required
for iron homeostasis in the pathogenic yeast C. glabrata. Re-
ferred to as iHKG, these genes are expected to have an im-
portant activity for iron homeostasis that we define as the
property of the cells to counterbalance intracellular physio-
logical consequences of external iron changes (Figure 1A).
In particular, we wanted to discriminate iHKG from the
set of iron-responsive genes, which are all the genes exhibit-
ing up- or downregulation in response to iron fluctuations.

In this context, our working hypothesis was the following.
Because iHKG are involved in iron homeostasis specifi-
cally, and that homeostasis is associated with a natural re-
sistance to bidirectional changes (low or high iron availabil-
ity), iHKG should exhibit de-regulation in both low and
high iron source conditions. Other iron responsive genes
should exhibit de-regulation in only one of the conditions,
either low or high. The iHKG thus represent a subclass of
the iron responsive genes (Figure 1B). Based on this, we de-
fined two types of iHKG, ‘Type I’ and ‘Type II’ (Figure 1C).
Type I genes are those for which the de-regulation is oppo-
site in low and high iron conditions (respectively up- and
downregulated), whereas Type II genes are those for which
the de-regulation is identical in low and high iron conditions
(constantly up- or downregulated). Note that we could an-
ticipate, based on these definitions, that Type II genes would
also include genes involved in the general stress response of
cells (ESR genes for instance (39)) and hence would be less
specific to iron physiological processes.

To reveal iHKG, we designed an experimental plan (Fig-
ure 2A) in which cells were cultured under two iron con-
ditions: iron-deficiency (Fe ‘low’) and iron-overload (Fe
‘high’), at two different temperatures: 30◦C and 37◦C.
Thirty degrees is the usual temperature at which C. glabrata
is cultivated in laboratories, while 37◦ is the temperature at
which C. glabrata develops in the human body. Since iron
homeostasis is an important physiological process involved
in host-pathogen interactions, it was important to assess
the potential effect of the temperature. Transcriptomics ex-
periments were performed with microarray technology, to
quantify gene expression changes with respect to appropri-
ate controls (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section). As a re-
sult, experimental data were obtained in the five conditions
referred to hereafter as C1, C2, C3, C4 and C30–37, for all
C. glabrata genes that could be monitored with microarrays.

Temperature shift has a limited impact on gene expression
changes associated with cell responses to unbalanced iron con-
ditions. In the first step of the analysis, our aim was to
evaluate the potential effect of temperature shift (30◦C–
37◦C) on gene expression changes monitored in ‘low’ and
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‘high’ iron conditions. For that, we applied PCA to study
the correlation matrix between normalized expression mea-
surements obtained for all genes in conditions C1, C2, C3,
C4 and C30–37 (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section). Re-
sults are presented in Figure 2B and C. The five experimen-
tal conditions are represented by individual variables and
they are on a unit hypersphere on which the distances be-
tween them are directly proportional to the initial correla-
tion values stored in the matrix (34). Notably, we observed
(i) that gene expression measurements are highly correlated
between conditions C1 and C2 in the one hand, and condi-
tions C3 and C4 on the other hand, and (ii) that the condi-
tion C30–37 is clearly separated from the others (Figure 2B
and C). This observation indicates that if the temperature
shift has an effect on the expression of C. glabrata genes,
this effect is unrelated to any effects caused by extracellular
iron imbalance. In other words, most of the ‘iron responsive
genes’, which are genes de-regulated in response to iron de-
ficiency or iron overload at 30◦C, are also de-regulated at
37◦C. This is an interesting result, which allows us to con-
sider the generalization of experimental results obtained in
a laboratory at 30◦C to a more realistic living situation for
C. glabrata, as a human pathogen. In the rest of this work,
the transcriptomics data we obtained at 30◦C and 37◦C were
combined in order to simplify iHKG identification. Note
that another interesting property could be drawn from this
PCA. We observed that projections of the initial condition
vectors (C1-C2 and C3-C4) were orthogonal (90◦ angles,
Figure 2C). This means that gene expression changes in re-
sponse to ‘low iron’ conditions are essentially unrelated to
gene expression changes in response to ‘high iron’. This ob-
servation is important with regard to the respective roles of
Type I and II genes (see next sections).

Type I and type II iHKG represent small sub-classes of the
set of all iron responsive genes. Among the genes for which
expression data were available, we identified those display-
ing significant changes in mRNA levels, respectively at ‘low’
or ‘high’ levels of extracellular iron availability. We used the
LIMMA statistical procedure to identify differentially ex-
pressed genes based on replicated experiments in C1, C2, C3
and C4 (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section). As a result,
we found that 637 genes were significantly up- or downreg-
ulated in at least one condition. Together, these genes repre-
sent our complete set of ‘iron responsive genes’ (Figure 1B).
Among these genes, we found 214 iHKG of which 73 were
Type I and 141 were of Type II (see ‘Materials and Methods’
section). Together iHKG represent 33% of iron responsive
genes. They constitute, as anticipated from PCA analysis, a
fairly small sub-class of genes, especially with regard to type
I genes (11%). A detailed list of iron responsive genes and
iHKG can be found in Supplementary Data S2.

Representation of iron responsive genes in functional net-
works of co-expressed genes

Definition and objectives. Starting from the list of 637
genes up- or downregulated in at least one condition (the
iron responsive genes, see previous sections), we can infer
functional networks of co-expressed genes. By ‘functional
networks’, we mean graphs in which genes (represented as

nodes) are (i) involved in a common cellular function and
(ii) are connected by edges if they react similarly during iron
homeostasis. On these graphs, we expected the iHKG to
be easily highlighted and thus integrated into a more com-
prehensive functional context. Our computational strategy
to infer and visualize the functional networks was divided
into three steps: (i) placing all the iron responsive genes in a
cellular function to which they contribute, (ii) representing
them, in each function, by applying methods for gene co-
expression network inference, (iii) developing an interactive
web viewer for network exploration, rapid location of any
gene and retrieval of its biological context. These three steps
are detailed below.

Step 1: Computational strategy to place all the iron respon-
sive genes in a small number of functional categories. Un-
like the classical approach which consists in identifying
functional categories (generally GO terms) significantly en-
riched in our list of genes (38), we wanted here to define a
small number of cellular functions (fewer than 10) and as-
sign all of the 637 iron responsive genes to only one of the
pre-defined functions. This limited number of functions was
required to allow subsequent gene network inference and
visualization. To define our functions, we first classified all
GO terms (more than 40 000) available in the ‘Biological
Process’ section of the GO database into Meta-GO groups
(see ‘Materials and Methods’ section). As illustrated Fig-
ure 3A, the ‘Meta-GO’ are GO terms, which share a spe-
cific level in the GO directed acyclic graph (DAG), the hi-
erarchical organization of terms defined by the Gene On-
tology Consortium (35). They serve as representatives for
all other related terms in the DAG. Next, we selected all
Meta-GO (level 4) in which at least one GO term was as-
signed to one iron responsive gene (one of the 637 genes).
We found at this step 171 Meta-GO. They were inspected
and manually classified into the general functions named
‘Metabolism’ (F1), ‘Regulation’ (F2), ‘Redox Signaling’
(F3), ‘Transport/trafficking’ (F4), ‘Iron sulfur cluster syn-
thesis and assembly’ (F5) or ‘Others’ (Figure 3B). These
general functions are emblematic of the key cellular pro-
cesses by which yeast cells adapt their functioning to iron
deficiency or iron overload. They are detailed in Table 1. All
information regarding data mining of GO terms, Meta-GO
assignments and clustering into general functions is avail-
able in Supplementary Data S3.

Step 2: Computational strategy to derive functional net-
works from gene expression measurements. We calculated
the allocation of the 637 iron responsive genes into the
functional categories described in the previous section. We
observed 28% of genes in F1 (Metabolism), 17% in F2
(Regulation), 18% in F3 (Redox signaling), 13% in F4
(Transport/trafficking) and 3% in F5 (ISC synthesis and
assembly). Altogether almost 80% of the iron responsive
genes were classified in one of the general functions based
on Meta-GO exploration. We also found that iHKG are
well-represented in each function: 34% in Metabolism (F1),
29% in Regulation (F2), 42% in Redox Signaling (F3), 25%
in Transport/trafficking (F4) and 36% in ISC synthesis and
assembly (F5). To derive gene networks within each func-
tion, we calculated co-expression graphs (see ‘Materials and
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Table 1. Functional categories defined in this work to represent iron responsive genes using functional networks of co-expressed genes

Label Name Includes Meta-Go related to:
# of
Meta-GO

F1 Metabolism Nucleic acid, amino acid, fatty acid and lipid metabolism ; Carbon
metabolism/energy production from respiratory and non respiratory ori-
gin ; Mitochondria functions (including biogenesis, mitophagy and func-
tions other than redox signaling that are included in function F3, see be-
low) ; Membrane and cell wall biogenesis ; Ribosomal biogenesis (biosyn-
thesis, RNA processing and translation).

41

F2 Regulation Transcriptional regulation (including general transcription) ; Post-
translational modifications (including protein phosphorylation, glycosy-
lation, structural modification and degradation) ; Ribosome activity (in-
cluding translation) ; Signal transduction ; RNA and protein fate.

8

F3 Redox signaling Proteins with functions directly or indirectly linked with redox mech-
anisms, i.e. oxygen dependant enzymes, flavo-hemoproteins including
Cytochrome P dependent, membrane iron reductase, NADP/NADPH-
dependent enzymes, metalloenzymes. These proteins are thus involved in
thiol and redox signaling pathways, respiratory chain components, per-
oxisome activity, ROS detoxification, carrier proteins, folate biosynthesis,
heme biosynthesis, etc.

7

F4 Transport/trafficking Cell exchanges between intra and extracellular compartments (directed
movement of substances such as macromolecules, small molecules, ions,
etc.) ; Processes for internal cell trafficking.

3

F5 Iron sulfur cluster synthesis
and assembly

Chemical reactions and pathways involving sulfur or compounds that
contain sulfur.

1

OTHERS Membrane/cell wall|
Pathogenesis| Stress response|
Unclassified

Remaining Meta-GO for which no classification was clear or not
associated specifically to iron homeostasis:
• ‘Unclassified’ (73 Meta-GO)
• ‘Stress Response’ (26 Meta-GO)
• ‘Membrane/Cell Wall’ (8 Meta-GO)
• ‘Pathogenesis’ (5 Meta-GO).

112

These functions were meant to be representative of the cellular processes by which yeast cells adapt to iron deficiency or iron overload. Candida glabrata
indeed tunes its response by adapting the biological systems devoted either to iron acquisition or to the mobilization of cellular iron storage (represented with
the function ‘Transport/trafficking’). Cellular processes that require iron for function are also modified (functions ‘Metabolism’ and ‘Redox signaling’). The
underlying regulatory pathways are well described, including transcriptional and post-transcriptional mechanisms (function ‘Regulation’). At last, critical
roles played by iron-sulfur clusters are known (function ‘Iron sulfur cluster synthesis and assembly’) and complex relationships between iron homeostasis
and oxidative stress response is often emphasized (function ‘Stress response’ in ‘Others’ category). Methodology to explain the Meta-GO is presented
Figure 3 and in ‘Materials and Methods’ section. Note that the category ‘Others’ comprise all remaining Meta-GO for which no classification was clear
or not associated specifically to iron homeostasis.

Methods’ section). The main idea is to measure the simi-
larity between gene expression measurements of all genes
in conditions C1–C4. If the similarity is high enough be-
tween two genes, these two genes are represented by con-
nected nodes on the graph (see Figure 4). Graphs of co-
expressed genes obtained for the functional categories F1–
F5 are presented in Figure 5. Note that if a unique graph
was obtained for a function then two complementary rep-
resentations were derived by coloring the nodes according
to gene expression measurements obtained in ‘low’ or ‘high’
iron conditions. This allowed us to observe the symmetrical
de-regulations that characterize Type I and Type II iHKG
(Figure 1).

Step 3: Computational strategy to interactively explore the
functional networks of co-expressed genes. The main inter-
est of Figure 5 is to give a global overview of the gene expres-
sion processes used by the pathogenic yeast C. glabrata to
face low and high iron conditions. We integrated here more
than 100 000 qualitative and quantitative heterogeneous
kinds of information (GO terms, microarray data, gene an-
notations in public databases, etc.) to obtain a unified pic-
ture of multiple cellular processes. We added to Figure 5
the names of around fifty genes, which we found to agree
with current knowledge of iron homeostasis in C. glabrata

(see the next section). It is clear, however, that further ex-
ploration of these networks could be considered, examining
for instance the disconnected (isolated) genes, or searching
for the location of genes with new putative functions related
to iron homeostasis. To ensure the diffusion of our data,
as well as their subsequent exploitation by ourselves and
by others, we developed an interactive web viewer (called
‘iHKG viewer’). This website is publicly accessible (see ‘Ma-
terials and Methods’ section). Several features were imple-
mented to (i) enable dynamic exploration of each functional
network of co-expressed genes, (ii) enable rapid location of
any genes in the network and (iii) obtain for any gene, all
the available annotations available in the public databases
GRYC and CGD (Figure 6).

Biological relevance of iron homeostasis key genes

Accordance with knowledge of iron homeostasis in Candida
glabrata. The biological relevance of our results was man-
ually verified based on a recent review of the regulation
of iron homeostasis in C. glabrata (22). The genes cited in
this article for their role in iron homeostasis were searched
in our functional networks of co-expressed genes. As ex-
pected, we found orthologs of genes described in S. cere-
visiae as involved in (i) iron-dependant cellular functions
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Figure 5. Functional networks of co-expressed genes derived from iron responsive genes. (A) Color coding and graphical style used to represent the vertices
in the co-expression graphs shown in (B). Type I genes are represented by squares, while type II genes are represented by circles. Color is based on the
deregulation status of the genes: upregulation in red and downregulation in green. (B) Co-expression graphs obtained based on distance calculations
between gene expression profiles (C1–C4, Figure 4 and ‘Materials and Methods’ section). Genes were separated here according to their assignment into
the general function ‘Metabolism’ (F1, 176 genes), ‘Regulation’ (F2, 106 genes), ‘Redox signaling’ (F3, 118 genes), ‘Transport trafficking’ (F4, 84 genes)
and ‘ISC synthesis and assembly’ (F5, 22 genes). These two-faced functional networks highlight iHKG in the pathogenic yeast C. glabrata. An emblematic
illustration of the typical homeostatic role played by iHKG is the co-expression graphs obtained for the function ‘Transport/trafficking’, in which most
of the genes match the definition of iHKG of Type I. Gene names were placed on the graphs, when they were available, according to the CGD database.
(C) Allocation of Type I and Type II genes in general functions defined in this work, with the percentage of genes assigned to each function, considering
iHKG of Type I (left) or type II (right).
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Figure 6. Screenshot of the iHKG viewer. Several functionalities were implemented to easily explore the functional networks of co-expressed genes described
in this article: (A) Possibility to zoom in or out the graph, (B) Possibility to click a node with the mouse and obtain gene name, description and direct
web links to CGD and GRYC databases. (C) Possibility to switch between low iron condition and high iron condition and (D) Possibility to search for a
particular gene in the network. The functional network ‘Metabolism’ is shown here as an illustration.

such as respiration, e.g. QCR2, QCR6, QCR7, QCR10,
COX4, COX5B, COX6, COX7, COX9, COX12, COX15
(all in the functional network ‘Redox Signaling’), ACO1
(functional network ‘Metabolism’) or COX23 (functional
network ‘Unclassified’), (ii) genes that encode metallopro-
teins, e.g. SDH2, CCP1, RIP1, CYT1, LIA1, CYC1, GLT1,
YHB1 (all in the functional network ‘Redox Signaling’),
RLI1 (functional network ‘Regulation’), ILV3 (functional
network ‘Metabolism’) or (iii) genes involved in autophagy
(general or mitochondria), e.g. ATG19, ATG32, ATG41
(functional network ‘Metabolism’). Genes involved in Fe-
S clusters or heme biosynthesis and assembly were spread
into the functional networks ‘ISC synthesis and assembly’
(e.g. ISA1, CFD1), ‘Regulation’ (e.g. GRX4), ‘Metabolism’
(e.g. HEM4, HEM15), ‘Redox Signaling’ (e.g. HEM13,
COX15). This splitting between different networks arises

from our decision to assign genes to only one functional
category. Genes encoding proteins with functions directly
or indirectly related to redox mechanisms were thus sep-
arated from the metabolic pathway in which they par-
ticipate (as illustrated here with the heme biosynthetic
pathway). The reader who is disturbed by this separa-
tion of functions can refer to the global network acces-
sible here https://thomasdenecker.github.io/iHKG/all.html.
As expected also, the genes AFT1 (CAGL0H03487g) and
YAP5 (CAGL0K08756g), which encode transcriptional
factors, were found in the functional network (‘Regulation’)
along with CAGL0E01243g (the ortholog of S. cerevisiae
genes CTH1/CTH2, which encode RNA binding proteins
that promote degradation of mRNA of iron-associated
genes). Also, we noticed (i) in the functional network ‘Re-
dox Signaling’ the gene CAGL0A03905g (the ortholog of
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S. cerevisiae gene HMX1), which encodes a heme oxyge-
nase and thus allows iron recycling from heme and the gene
ERG11 (CAGL0E04334g), which encodes a heme-binding
protein required for sterol biosynthesis, (ii) in the functional
network ‘Metabolism’ the gene DOM34 (CAGL0B04675g),
which encodes a ribosome recycling factor, and (iii) in the
functional network ‘Others’ the gene CAGL0G06798, the
ortholog of S. cerevisiae gene LSO1 for which the function
in still undefined in S. cerevisiae. At last, we found genes in-
volved in the three main routes for iron uptake in yeasts,
i.e. the high-affinity system, e.g. FTR1 (CAGL0I06743g),
FET3 (CAGL0F06413g), CCC2 (CAGL0M08602g), the
low-affinity system, e.g. FET4 (CAGL0F00187g) and the
uptake mediated by the capture of xeno-siderophores,
e.g. CAGL0E04092g (the ortholog of the S. cerevisiae
gene ARN1). These genes were all in the functional net-
work ‘Transport/trafficking’. The gene CAGL0C03333g
(the ortholog of S. cerevisiae genes FRE6/FRE4), which
is required for the appropriate functioning of the high-
affinity uptake system, was found in the functional net-
work ‘Redox signaling’. It encodes a protein with a fer-
ric reductase activity that allows an extracellular reduc-
tion of ferric iron (Fe3+) to ferrous iron (Fe2+). Genes
involved in the copper transfer toward the protein Fet,
e.g. the gene CAGL0J07980g (ortholog of S. cerevisiae
gene ATX1), CAGL0M08602g (ortholog of the S. cere-
visiae gene CCC2), CAGL0D04708g (ortholog of the S.
cerevisiae gene CTR1) and CAGL0I02508g (ortholog of
the S. cerevisiae gene CTR2) were also identified in the
functional network ‘Transport/trafficking’, as well as genes
coding for actors in the vacuolar or mitochondrial iron
export system, e.g. CAGL0H08822g (ortholog of the S.
cerevisiae gene MMT1), FTH1 (CAGL0M05511g), SMF3
(CAGL0A03476g).

Gene annotations in public databases. To further explore
our list of iron responsive genes, independently of the litera-
ture, we used gene annotations available in public databases.
We could thus identify a set of genes which (i) were classi-
fied as iHKG and (ii) were given a ‘Standard Name’ (for
example, TRR1 or TSA1). This means that the functional
information available in CGD or GRYC for these genes was
assigned on the basis of genetic, biochemical, or molec-
ular characterization (standard gene names are optional,
and genes that are completely uncharacterized generally
only have systematic names, for example CAGL0H09592g
or CAGL0I00286g). We thus found 11 genes with oxidore-
ductase activity (i.e. ALD5, CTA1, ERG5, GDH2, GRE2,
LYS12, MDH1, MET8, SCS7, TRR1 and TSA1), nine
genes with transferase activity (i.e. APT1, GDB1, GLK1,
HIS1, HMT1, HPT1, LYS21, MET15 and SAM1) and four
genes with transporter activity (i.e. AUS1, DIP5, GAP1
and PHO84). Several genes are also involved in response
to stress (i.e. CTA1, ERG5, HSP12, PHO84, RSB1, RTA1,
TRR1, TSA1 and UPC2), filamentous growth (i.e. ERG5
and PHO84), cellular respiration (i.e. MDH1) or cellular
homeostasis (i.e. GLK1, TSA1). They were all noted on the
functional networks presented in Figure 5.

Potential specificities of Type I and Type II gene functions.
To conclude our description of iHKG and associated func-

tional networks, we examined the repartition of iHKG of
Type I and Type II in each functional network. Results
are presented in Figure 5C. We observed that the allo-
cation of iHKG greatly differ between Type I and Type
II. Differences were particularly important for networks
‘Metabolism’ (8% in Type I compared to 39% in Type II),
‘Transport/trafficking’ (18% in Type I compared to 6% in
Type II) and ‘ISC synthesis and assembly’ (1.4% in Type
I compared to 5% in Type II). To better explain this ob-
servation, we searched for significantly enriched GO terms
in lists of Type I and Type II genes, respectively, using the
GO database sections ‘Cellular component’ and ‘Molecu-
lar function’ (‘Biological Process’ was already used to de-
fine Meta-GO, Figure 3). Detailed results are available in
Supplementary Data S4. In Type I genes, we found signifi-
cantly enriched the terms ‘membrane part’ (33% of genes
in the list, P-value = 0.0033), ‘cell periphery’ (30%, P-
value = 0.00156) and ‘transporter activity’ (22%, P-value =
0.00011). This underlines the particular role of Type I genes
in controlling the cell’s interactions with its environment, in
order to adjust the activity of its transporter proteins. This
is relevant to the observation that Type I genes are more rep-
resented in the network ‘Transport/trafficking’ than Type II
genes. For Type II genes, we rather found significantly en-
riched the terms ‘ribonucleoprotein complex’ (21%, P-value
= 0.00277), ‘cytosol’ (17%, P-value = 0.01141), ‘ribosome’
(13%, P-value = 0.00016) or ‘heme binding’ (4%, P-value
= 0.00076). It is the particular role of Type II genes to pro-
tect internal cellular functions which is highlighted, through
the use of traditional mechanisms of stress response (ribo-
somal proteins) and stabilization of key processes that crit-
ically depend on iron (heme utilization or the pathway for
iron-sulfur cluster synthesis and assembly). Again, this is
relevant to the observation that Type II genes are more rep-
resented in the networks ‘Metabolism’ and ‘ISC synthesis
and assembly’ than Type I genes.

To summarize this section, we observed in our functional
networks of co-expressed genes, many genes already known
for their role in iron homeostasis in C. glabrata. Such an
observation gives credence to the biological interest of the
transcriptomics dataset we produced in this study. We also
described genes for which annotations were available in
public databases and whose functions remain coherent with
iron homeostasis processes in C. glabrata. At last, we ob-
served interesting specificities for the functions supported
by iHKG respectively of Type I and Type II. Of course, these
observations merit further experiments. But the important
point is that we provide with this work an original source of
transcriptomics data, which can be interactively and com-
prehensively explored at any time by anyone, in any context
related to iron homeostasis studies.

DISCUSSION

In this study, our goal was to investigate the mechanisms
underlying iron homeostasis in the pathogenic yeast C.
glabrata. In particular, we wanted to identify the ‘key genes’
whose role is to counterbalance the consequences for the
cell not only of iron deficiency, but also of iron overload. In
the literature the word ‘homeostasis’ is found in association
with multiple cellular processes, such as ‘energy homeosta-
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sis’ (40), ‘pH homeostasis’ (41), ‘cellular redox homeostasis’
(42) or ‘cell size homeostasis’ (43). In each case, homeostasis
refers to mechanisms of return to equilibrium, necessary for
the cell to maintain its biological functions in a state com-
patible with its survival. By definition, homeostasis is thus
a dynamic process, which is reversible and requires multiple
degrees of freedom to be effective in a panel of different sit-
uations. In this context, we believe that the iHKG identified
in this study are of particular interest as fundamental actors
of iron homeostasis per se.

In order to capture iHKG, we produced an original set of
microarray experiments in which ‘low’ and ‘high’ iron con-
ditions were faced, at two different temperatures (Figure 2).
The microarrays we used allowed us to monitor more than
98% of ‘verified’ and ‘uncharacterized’ open reading frames
in C. glabrata genome (see Supplementary Note S8). It is a
high percentage that guarantees realistic snapshots of the
transcriptome changes. In our experiments, we wanted to
mimic the host environment of C. glabrata regarding iron
sources. We thus used ferrous iron (FeSO4) instead of ferric
iron (FeCl3) since in the human body, Fe3+ is very scarce
or not available because it is rapidly reduced to Fe2+ or
bound to proteins like transferrin, or ferritin. Fe2+ is there-
fore the major available form of iron for C. glabrata cells,
both in extra (digestive or urogenital epithelia) and intracel-
lular (macrophage) compartments. We paid special atten-
tion to subject the cells to limited environmental changes,
in order not to induce cell death or irreversible changes in
cell physiology. The concentrations of BPS and FeSO4 used
to generated respectively ‘low’ and ‘high’ iron conditions re-
main are equivalent or slighter than those applied in pre-
vious studies (see Supplementary Data S5). Also, the same
yeast strain was systematically used, as well as the same pro-
tocols for RNA preparation, slide hybridization, raw data
normalization, etc. This is an important added value for
subsequent data analyses, greatly limiting potential sources
of experimental noise. At last, we performed the experi-
ments at two different temperatures, i.e. 30◦C and 37◦C. It
was important to verify that at 37◦ (the human body tem-
perature), the transcriptomic responses remained consistent
with those described at 30◦, which is the classical tempera-
ture used for C. glabrata cell cultures in laboratories. To our
knowledge, this represents the first transcriptomic dataset
published for C. glabrata that allows gene expression com-
parison between 30◦ and 37◦. Even if we observed that the
temperature did not have a critical effect on the transcrip-
tomic response which arises either in low or in high iron con-
ditions, we still observed several hundred genes with differ-
ential expression between the two conditions (Supplemen-
tary Data S1). These results will be a valuable resource to
control in any transcriptomics project that genes identified
based on laboratory experiments performed at 30◦C, are not
completely de-regulated at 37◦C.

In this work, our mining of the data relies greatly on
the representation of the C. glabrata genes in functional
networks of co-expressed genes (Figures 4 and 5). To in-
fer these networks, we combined a large amount of infor-
mation, both numerical (measurements of gene expression)
and descriptive (GO terms, Types I or II classifications,
gene names, etc.). We divided the global network of co-
expressed genes (which initially comprised the 636 iron re-

sponsive genes) into six functional sub-networks, referred
to as ‘Metabolism’, ‘Regulation’, ‘Redox Signaling’, ‘Trans-
port trafficking’, ‘ISC synthesis and assembly’ and ‘Oth-
ers’ (https://thomasdenecker.github.io/iHKG/). Our aims
were (i) to limit the number of genes in each network,
thus improving the visualization and exploration of graphs
and (ii) to provide a global picture of the cellular func-
tions in which substantial gene expression rewiring was ob-
served. Of course, other choices for gene assignment in sub-
networks could have been made (see Supplementary Note
S9), but they are, in any case, totally disconnected from the
definition and the identification of the iHKG.

We identified with this work a list of 214 genes as good
candidates for being key elements of iron homeostasis
(iHKG of Type I and II, Supplementary Data S2). Because
they rely on stringent selection, iHKG can be considered
trustworthy information, which is, notably, independent of
existing knowledge obtained in the model species S. cere-
visiae and C. albicans. We present in Supplementary Note
S7 examples of interesting biological insights that arise from
our observations: (i) We propose a shortlist of 27 genes that
did not appear in previous emblematic publications in the
field (15,22). For 10 of them, we observed interesting vari-
ations in expression levels reported in recent multi-omics
datasets (RNAseq and mass spectrometry technologies). (ii)
We detected differentiated regulatory mechanisms underly-
ing transcription of the iHKG of Type I and Type II. In
Type II genes, we found as enriched DNA sequence in pro-
moters, the motif AGGG. It is the stress response element
(STRE), i.e. the DNA binding site of transcription factors
Msn2 and Msn4 (44). Such observation is relevant with the
manner Type II genes were defined in this study (Figure 1)
and our anticipation they could include genes involved in
the general stress response of cells (ESR genes for instance
(39)). In Type I genes, we found as enriched motif, the se-
quence TGCACCC. It corresponds to the DNA binding
site of the transcription factor Aft1 (45), one of the main
regulators of iron homeostasis (15). Type I genes are very
strongly linked to the Aft1 regulon in C. glabrata and cer-
tainly includes new Aft1 targets so far not described in the
literature (e.g. CAGL0A01199g or CAGL0K06259g, Sup-
plementary Note S7). (iii) We noticed in our network of co-
expressed genes (function ‘Regulation’) that the gene cod-
ing the transcription factor Hap1 (CAGL0B03421g) was in
the immediate neighbourhood of the transcription factor
Aft1 (Supplementary Figures S10). Hap1 is the heme acti-
vated transcription factor. It is thus not surprising to find
the gene HAP1 in our list of iHKG, because heme biosyn-
thesis requires iron. Hap1 is thus expected to be an indirect
iron sensor and its activity is known to be affected by iron
deficiency (46). Although the main role of Hap1 is globally
conserved in yeast species, a dual role may exist as described
for Kluyveromyces lactis (47). Our results show for the first
time that, in C. glabrata, HAP1 is also deregulated in excess
iron conditions. At last, even if we observed the global re-
sponses at 30◦C and 37◦C are similar, we could see several
iKHG that were more de-regulated at 37◦C, which is the
human host temperature. Among them, we found AWP2
(CAGL0K00110g) and ERG5 (CAGL0M07656g). We pro-
vide here interesting transcriptomic data showing that they
may be essential for the yeast homeostasis in iron varying
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conditions, and hence for the C. glabrata adaptation in the
human body compartments.

To conclude, the data we provide in this work is full of
new research perspectives. It can help to improve the func-
tional annotation of C. glabrata genes (only 5% of genes
are ‘verified’ in the CGD database) and increase our under-
standing of the specificities of this human pathogen. In that
respect, we found in our data several genes for which no
clear orthologous genes could be identified in S. cerevisiae
and C. albicans (Supplementary Data S6). A natural further
direction would be to search for genomic mutations in these
genes, using C. glabrata strains isolated from patients (48).
The rapid increase in genomic sequence availability together
with the decreasing cost for deep sequencing represent un-
precedented opportunities for population genomics studies.
We finally hope our web server will be valuable resources for
such exciting analyses, particularly in perspective of medical
applications.
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